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[image: The eruption at Sundhnúkagígar crater row is still active although the longest lava tongues are getting dark and are barely moving.]
Inflation continues at Svartsengi
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MORE NEWS





[image: The Court of Appeals confirmed the detension of the man who has been traveling under three different surnames at the same time as he is banned from entering the Schengen area.]
Has been using three different surnames
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18% of those who seek debt assistance are couples









[image: Glowing lava was spewed from the eruption fissure that opened Saturday evening on March 16, 2024.]
Disagrees with the Icelandic Met Office about the eruption









[image: The lava tongue is moving very slowly towards Suðurstrandarvegur road.]
Lava is still moving very slowly









[image: Lava has been running south coming close to Suðurstrandarvegur road.]
Think that Suðurstrandarvegur road will not be impacted by the lava flow









[image: The eruption that started on Saturday in Sundhnúkagígar crater row is the seventh in less than three years in that area.]
Activity in the southern crater – the lava barely moving 
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[image: Glowing lava was spewed from the eruption fissure that opened Saturday evening on March 16, 2024.]
Disagrees with the Icelandic Met Office about the eruption






[image: The eruption at Sundhnúkagígar crater row is still active although the longest lava tongues are getting dark and are barely moving.]
Inflation continues at Svartsengi






[image: The Court of Appeals confirmed the detension of the man who has been traveling under three different surnames at the same time as he is banned from entering the Schengen area.]
Has been using three different surnames






[image: The eruption at 21.23 this evening.]
Live footage from the eruption site






[image: The lava tongue is moving very slowly towards Suðurstrandarvegur road.]
Lava is still moving very slowly
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[image: Father and son spending quality time together and learning something useful at the same time.]
Father and son studying together
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[image: One of the suspects in the terrorism case.]
U-turn ruling in the Court of Appeals
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[image: Lava spewing from volcanic fissures while toxic gases rise from the ground.]
Public Access to Eruption Restricted
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[image: The most beautiful outdoor swimming pool you can find.]
The Hottest Valley on the Island
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